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FIRST INTIUIM 11FOlT CS- L

DurinS the present reporting period t feasibility study o b/6dT

suporlattices and InSb/CdTo/InSb barrier systems for study of vertical

transport properties has been conducted. Auger depth profiles of

four-period ZnSb/CdTo (200/200A) IL grown at 300, 200, and 75't

indicate severe interdiffution and/or growth problems with this system

(MigS 1, 2. and 3). CdTo ean be successfully grown within the

temperature range 1O0-3O00C. InSb is typically grown between 300-

400 .- Thus at present the overlap in the InSb and CdTe growth

temperature windows is around 300&.- It is ale apparent that there

is very little incorporation of d. This to believed to be a

consequence of the growth mechanism during the growth of an InSb/CdTe

SL whereby the Te bonds with In result1nn Cd deficient layers See

Table I (i)). Once the available -V has bonded with the To

stolchlometric CdTe will then prevail. It in apparent that in order

to obtain abrupt InSb/CdTo hoterojunctions a full study of the

parameters during growth will have to be examined. One possibility is

the growth of the CdTo layers using Cd overroessureo to force

incorporation of Cd. Another is to place a monolayer of To down

following the growth of the Inib to bond with the &vallable/&ctive In

and thus suppress disruption of the subsequent CdTo layer.

There to evidence to suggest that InoTo, is. one of the compounds

formed at the In~b/CdTe interface (ii). mfeTe, ois a inc blend defect

type semiconductor with a bandgap of around leV and lattice mismatch

with Ingb of about 5%. The light Viuion Mu has In and Te cello.



With this unzmique combination InoT.e has been grown at substrate

temperatures oompatible with Znlb/CdTo IL (300*C). To our knowledge

this Is the first MIR InaTos growth reported. It 1 now poesible to

examine the feasibility of InsTes as a diffusion barrier placed

between the InSb and CdTe layers. We are at present in the process of

aharacteritlnS nSb/InvTe./InSb structures for interdiffusion effects.

Preliminary work seems very encouraging. This will take us to the

possibilities of studying In$b/ln*Te. systems for quantum tunneling

and Stained Layer Superlatticos.

(1) B. Legendre. B. Gather, and R. Blachnik, 2. Metallkd. 71 568
(1980).

(ii) X.J. Mackey, D.R.T. Zahn, P.M.G. Allen, P.R. Willias, and W.
Richter, J. Vc. Scl. Technol. B5(4), 1233 (1987).
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Ideal structure of In~b/CdT*
SyStem used for Auger profiles
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Auger depth profiles of 1nSb/CdTe
(200/200A) SL grown at 300, 200
and 750C. (Figs 1.2. and 3 respective1
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